
Hudson Aquatic Systems &
Unbridled Equine Present: 

 
AquaPacer Training



AquaPacer Training

Pre-training Virtual Consulting Meetings (8-10 hours
total)
Customized consent forms, intake paperwork & record
keeping
AquaPacer On-Site 3 day Training
Post-training Support (6 months total from training date)

how to introduce a horse to the AquaPacer and each
unique element they will experience during a water
treadmill session
roles and expectations for the two person team that work
with the horse and operate the AquaPacer
understanding and selecting the appropriate settings of
the AquaPacer for each individual horse - including water
temperature, water height, treadmill speed and duration
of session
preparedness for the unexpected and unique experiences
that occur with horses and water treadmills
cleaning, upkeep and care for your AquaPacer treadmill

Unbridled Equine is partnering with Hudson Aquatic Systems
to offer a unique consulting and training experience!

 
This opportunity is geared towards new and existing Hudson
AquaPacer owners that want to learn how to utilize their
AquaPacer safely and effectively.  This comprehensive
program includes:

The 3 day on-site training is led by two Unbridled Equine
team members at your facility.  Unbridled Equine has created
step-by-step protocols to guide horses and handlers on best
practices while utilizing the AquaPacer in their program.  The
training includes:

Setup For Success!

You've already made horse fitness and
healthcare a priority - don't stop there! 

 Having the right equipment is only one part
of the equation, knowledge and hands-on
experience will set you on the pathway to
success.  Unbridled Equine will help you get
the most out of your Hudson AquaPacer.



DAY 1

TRAINING SCHEDULE

Introductions & Expectations

Tour of your barn/facility
Understanding intended use and hopes for
AquaPacer & Business Plan (if applicable)
Overview of AquaPacer safety & practice
running it without horses
Begin introducing and desensitizing onsite
horses to the AquaPacer using the
Unbridled Equine step-by-step  protocols

DAY 2

Roles & responsibilities - 2 person team
approach
Continued practice with onsite horses
through the protocols
Deep dive into settings the AquaPacer
offers & when/how to use them with
different horse's needs
Safety, safety, safety...practice
techniques and create protocols for your
program

DAY 3

AquaPacer cleaning and care 
Two person team practice
Complete step-by-step AquaPacer
training with multiple onsite horses 
Review AquaPacer settings and use 
Review administrative tasks & tailor them
to your needs & program
Practice makes perfect - water tread
horses!
Questions & Concerns



TAKE YOUR HORSE'S PERFORMANCE 
TO THE NEXT LEVEL

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rehab.  Performance.  Education.  Massage.  MagnaWave.

Unbridled Equine provides comprehensive and customized
rehabilitative and performance care that takes into

consideration all aspects of your horse’s wellbeing. Our
exclusive and cutting edge services restore your athlete

to their peak performance, and more importantly, will get
you and your best friend back in the ring.  

UNBRIDLED EQUINE



OUR TEAM

Katie Hawkins is the founder and owner of Unbridled Equine. 
 She holds a BS in Animal Science from University of Illinois and a

Masters of Arts in Education from Dominican University. In
addition to being a lifelong equestrian and currently competing
in the jumper ring, Katie is a Certified Equine Massage Therapist
and FEI Permitted, which allows her to work on equine athletes

at the top of their sport. She is also a certified Equine
Rehabilitation Therapist and certified in RockTape Kinesiology
taping, Acupressure, and Equine Trigger Point therapy. Katie
believes that every horse deserves to be “heard."  Through

massage therapy and rehabilitation, she can listen to where a
horse is hurting, compensating or struggling with tension and

work to relieve it so they can not only feel better, but perform
to their best ability. 

 

Katie Hawkins

Kayla Talkington
Kayla wears many hats for Unbridled Equine.  She is a

Certified Equine Massage Therapist and MagnaWave PEMF
practitioner.  For the last two years, Kayla has run the day-
to-day operations as Rehab Manager of Unbridled Equine

Rehab & Performance Solutions.  Kayla has been integral in
the creation and implementation of each horse's rehab plan
and aided in the creation of the water treadmill protocols. 

 She has over 20 years of horse experience and has ridden in
5 different disciplines.  Kayla is drawn to equine health and

wellness because she loves caring for and bringing healing to
horses that gives their entire heart to the people in their lives.  

We also lovingly refer to Kayla as "Snow White" because at
any barn or location dogs, cats, horses, cows, goats and even

insects flock to her.  
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Go check out everything  

~ Unbridled Equine ~
 

www.unbridled-equine.com
 

unbridledequinerehab@gmail.com

(847) 987-1350


